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4-thioescaline.

to p.644

-

2mg 6/8/81 1mg 10:40AM=[0:00] nothing. +1mg@[1:00] nothing. -

±

3mg 6/10/81 8:40AM=[0:00] [1:00] aware, or even ±. Definitely off base-linebut maybe not drug. [3:00] still odd. [4:00] baseline. overall ±

±

5mg 6/12/81 10:21AM=[0:00] [0:30] alert, a ± - maybe to [2:00] - then
nothing. Some physical tremor? in later afternoon. Related? ±

+

8mg 6/20/81 ATS 10:25AM=[0:00] [1:00] aware? yes [2:00] nothing [2:15] +8mg
+8mg almost immediate twinges of pure anxiety - then nothing [new 0:40]
aware? [1:00] a bit more than aware. Maybe to +? [1:20] to honest + [1:50]
still +, vaguely anti-erotic (but libido ) [3:00] still trace aware [4:00]
still trace - feel frustrated and cheated as there was no more than a +.
I will reexplore with much interest. Today, >100° weather. [6:00] completely
clear. (sob, sigh). Perhaps chase [with] LSD?

++

20mg 6/22/81 12M=[0:00] ATS [:35] aware [:40] nice start [1:00] push a bit
to call it +, feeling of internal tremor [1:20] + OK, maybe a bit more
[1:35] 1.5+ [2:00] pushing ++, easily arousable - an easy beautiful thing;
slight visuals, very few other signs; tremor; mentally clear. [2:40] to a ++
- traces of LSD-like unreality [3:00] impressive ej-org. [4:00] slight eyesclosed fantasy- it took effort - possibly off of ++ [5:00] to + [7:00] still
trace [9:00] out. Appetite o.k. but food sat heavily. Excellent ++; try ~2.5

++
30mg 8/21/81 12:30PM=[0:00] ATS, AP ≡. [0:30] aware - both continue to do
(+++) tasks, perhaps suppressing development. [1:00] distinctly ++, [1:30] ATS
to > 2++, AP well above, pushing +++. This level maintained to [5:00]. Some
visual, some eyes-closed fantasy, little imagery. No interlocking to music.
Good eroticism, which relieves the considerable muscular and body heaviness.
Slow drop to ~ + ATS, ++ AP at [10:00] - body effects disturbing (especially
AP). Light eating - feeling of depletion. Sleep at [12:00] to about [21:00];
basically deep but [with] residual "cloak" and body disease (AP). On
awakening, ATS without residue, AP some vaguely negative lethargy. No higher
in future, perhaps 25 to lighten body. Overall strangely cloudy, but not
negative. Probably insufficient neutral to balance the physical. For now,
give active range at 20-30mg, but give caution to subjects sensitive to body
compromise? 2C-T-2 at [-24]

